Abstract: A very sensitive experimental setup for accurate wavelengthdependent hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) measurements of the molecular first hyperpolarizability β in the broad fundamental wavelength range of 600 to 1800 nm is presented. The setup makes use of a stable continuously tunable picosecond optical parametric amplifier with kilohertz repetition rate. To correct for multi-photon fluorescence, a small spectral range around the second harmonic wavelength is detected in parallel using a spectrograph coupled to an intensified charge-coupled device. Reliable calibration against the pure solvent is possible over the full accessible spectral range. An extensive set of wavelength-dependent HRS calibration data for a wide range of solvents is presented, and very accurate measurements of the β dispersion of the well-known nonlinear optical chromophore Disperse Red 1 are demonstrated. (Academic Press, Orlando, 1987). (New York, 1991). 3. R. W. Terhune, P. D. Maker, and C. M. Savage, "Measurements of nonlinear light scattering", Phys. Rev.
Introduction
Conjugated organic molecules are very promising building blocks for nonlinear optical (NLO) materials [1, 2] . The high polarizability of their π-electron system leads to a large NLO response, which can be further optimized by chemical engineering. Other potential advantages of organic over inorganic materials are the relative ease of production (possibly at low cost) and their low dielectric constant resulting in a fast response time of electro-optic (EO) devices. At present, hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) or second harmonic light scattering [3] is the main technique to measure the first hyperpolarizability β [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , which describes the second order NLO response at the molecular level. However, HRS measurements are usually performed at a single wavelength in the near infrared (NIR; e.g. 1064 nm using a Nd:YAG laser system), which, for typical NLO chromophores having an intramolecular charge-transfer (CT) transition in the visible region, results in β values that are strongly influenced by (twophoton) resonant enhancement. Because of this, the derivation of β at other wavelengths, and in particular the extrapolation to the static limit, is severely hampered. This complicates the comparison of β between different molecules and the assessment of their potential for EO applications. The simple two-level model (TLM) of Oudar and Chemla [11] is expected to be invalid in the resonance region because it does not consider any kind of line-broadening of the optical transitions. Despite this fact, it is almost universally applied in the literature to derive static β values from (nearly) resonant ones. To avoid the resonance effect on β, or at least to enter into a region where the use of the above undamped TLM becomes more acceptable, HRS measurements have been performed at a wavelength further in the infrared (IR). As a good example of this, Stadler et al. [12] were the first to perform HRS at 1500 nm, and later on Pauley and Wang [13] used the fundamental wavelength of 1907 nm accessible by Ramanshifting the Nd:YAG output in an H 2 cell. However, since typical efficient NLO chromophores exhibit a CT-transition far to the red (often extending well into the NIR), the second harmonic wavelength can still be quite close to resonance, even in case of very long fundamental wavelength. Also, once a reliable static value β 0 is obtained, it is important for applications to determine the (resonant) value for a specific NLO process at a given working wavelength (for instance, β for the EO effect at the telecommunication wavelengths of 1300 or 1500 nm). Because the wavelength-dependence of the first hyperpolarizability β is still not well-understood [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , it is necessary to determine this dispersion behavior experimentally by wavelength-dependent HRS measurements. The HRS technique is based on incoherent second harmonic generation (SHG) by the randomly oriented molecules in a liquid solution, and is by far more straightforward to interpret than the previously often applied electric-field induced second harmonic generation (EFISHG) technique [24, 25] , where the (necessarily dipolar) molecules are aligned by use of an externally applied static electric field. With HRS, no external field is required and therefore it is possible to measure hyperpolarizabilities from molecules having any structure (i.e. dipolar or octupolar [5, 26] ).
In pioneering papers by Wang and co-workers [14, 17, 19, 27 ] and more recently also by Shoute et al. [10, [20] [21] [22] , the resonance effect on the first hyperpolarizability was observed by performing HRS measurements at a number of different wavelengths. However, these measurements are generally characterized by a very low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, which was attributed to the noise of the detector and to intensity fluctuations of the incoming laser pulses [19] . Moreover, because the signal from the pure solvent [28] (and in reference [14] even the one from para-nitroaniline (pNA)) could not be detected at longer wavelengths, two different reference standards (pNA and Disperse Red 1 (DR1)) had to be used for external calibration in different wavelength regions, almost inevitably leading to systematic errors as a priori the strong β dispersion of the reference standards themselves is unknown. The large scatter in their results makes it impossible to decide between the various possible β dispersion models [16, 20, 21, [29] [30] [31] , which often exhibit subtle differences in the resonance region with however strong effects on the static value β 0 [32] . Hence, there is a strong need for detailed and accurate measurements of the β dispersion of organic molecules over a wide wavelength range around and beyond their absorption resonance. In this work we present a sensitive setup with parallel detection enabling wavelength-dependent HRS measurements with excellent S/N ratio and with reliable calibration against the pure solvent over a very broad wavelength range. Because the pure solvent exhibits only very limited and smooth β dispersion (which can moreover be accurately modeled, see below), this yields consistency between the hyperpolarizabilities obtained at different wavelengths. With the present setup, β can be determined very accurately in the extremely broad fundamental wavelength range of 600 to 1800 nm, uncovering in detail the molecular first hyperpolarizability dispersion.
Results

Experimental methods
The laser system (see Fig. 1 ) consists of a Ti:sapphire regenerative stretched-pulse amplifier (Spectra-Physics Spitfire with picosecond mask), seeded by a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Tsunami, average power ~1 W, ν rep = 82 MHz, pulse duration ~100 fs, wavelength: 800 nm) and optically pumped by a diode-pumped intracavity doubled Nd:YLF laser (Spectra-Physics Evolution, average power = 11 W, ν rep = 1.5 kHz, pulse duration = 200 ns, wavelength: 527 nm). The Ti:sapphire laser is pumped in turn by means of an argon ion laser (Spectra-Physics BeamLok 2080, all lines) or a diode-pumped intracavity doubled Nd:YVO 4 laser (Spectra-Physics Millenia Pro s-Series, power ~7 W, wavelength: 532 nm). The regenerative amplifier contains a spectral mask to yield amplified pulses with a 2 ps (instead of 100 fs) duration at the repetition rate ν rep of 1.5 kHz with an average power of about 800 mW. These pulses are used to pump an optical parametric amplifier (SpectraPhysics OPA-800CP), the output wavelength of which (of signal or idler beams or their 2 nd or 4 th harmonics) can be tuned from 300 nm to 3 µm. The 2 ps pulses with correspondingly narrower spectral bandwidth allow for an excellent spectral discrimination between HRS and multi-photon fluorescence (see below) and at the same time yield a more optimal compromise between HRS signal intensity and unwanted higher order effects, such as supercontinuum generation, which often occur with femtosecond pulses. In this work, we use the frequencydoubled signal beam in the range of 600 to 800 nm, the doubled idler beam from 800 to 1072 nm, the signal beam from 1072 nm to 1600 nm, and the idler beam from 1600 to 1800 nm. The pulse energy at the sample varies from 3-10 µJ below 1072 nm, over 10-40 µJ from 1072 to 1600 nm, to 10-15 µJ above 1600 nm. A small fraction (~5 %) of the laser power is split off and frequency-doubled by means of a BBO-crystal (β-barium borate, β-BaB 2 O 4 ). The second harmonic is then separated from the fundamental beam by dichroic mirrors, and detected with a silicon PIN-diode. In this way, the HRS measurements can be corrected for (short term) fluctuations in pulse shape and laser power. However, it is found that when the laser power is quite stable, this procedure is not useful, and it is therefore not applied in most of the measurements presented here. After the appropriate filtering with long wave passing glass filters, the horizontal laser bundle is reflected upwards by mirror M and focused onto the sample, which consists of a dilute solution of the compound under study in a square fused silica cell (1 cm path length). The focus is positioned at half height in the horizontally oriented cell, just next to the cell wall closest to the collection lens CL (see below), to minimize reabsorption of the second harmonic light. To achieve a sufficiently high intensity while avoiding higher order effects such as self-(de)focusing and/or dielectric breakdown and at the same time limiting the intensity on the cell windows, the laser beam is focused only in one direction by means of cylindrical lenses L 1 -L 4 . Lenses L 1 and L 3 are forming a lens with large focal length, resulting in a narrow but to a good approximation parallel beam in one direction, whereas in the other direction the beam is tightly focused by lenses L 2 and L 4 which form a lens with short focal length. For λ = 1072 nm, the dimensions of the laser beam (perpendicular to the propagation direction) at the focus are approximately 100 µm in the focused and 1.5 mm in the collimated direction, as determined by means of a webcam with its lens and IR filter removed. The beam, traveling upwards through the sample, is then reflected downwards by use of a spherical confocal mirror (CM1) and thereby focused again on the sample close to but not overlapping with the upward beam. The generated hyper-Rayleigh light is collected at right angle by means of a photographic collection lens (CL, f = 50 mm, up to f:1.4) and imaged by an achromatic lens (FL, f = 100 mm), through appropriate short wave pass filters, onto the entrance slit of a spectrograph (ruled grating, 1180 grooves/mm, 500 nm blaze, f = 250 mm), coupled to an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD, Stanford Computer Optics, 4 Quik E) with nanosecond gating. In this way, parallel detection is obtained of a narrow spectral range (~23 nm) around the second harmonic wavelength, with single-photon sensitivity. The ICCD consists of a dual-stage microchannel plate image intensifier with an enhanced IR photocathode (sensitivity specified up to 900 nm), the intensified output of which (phosphor screen) is imaged onto a CCD using a lens. The CCD operates at room temperature and its analog video signal is digitized by a frame grabber board (25Hz). Frames are accumulated in software. In order to achieve single-photon sensitivity, even in long integrations (thousands of frames), a thresholding scheme is implemented in hardware simply by setting the signal voltage range of the input amplifier of the analog-to-digital converter: the lower signal level is set to a value (typically ~155mV) well above the dark noise of the CCD, but sufficiently low to register most actual (intensified) photon events, while the upper signal level is set as low as possible, corresponding to a maximum amplification. In this way, the dark noise (including read-out noise) of the CCD is completely eliminated and the S/N ratio in the limit of weak signals (few photons per frame) is improved by orders of magnitude. The only remaining source of dark noise is the actual dark electrons emitted by the photocathode. A (limited) further improvement in S/N ratio could be envisaged by combining the thresholding with single-photon counting in software. The sensitivity variation across the ICCD (mainly caused by vignetting by the lens between the phosphor screen and the CCD) is corrected based on a two-photon absorption induced fluorescence measurement of a dye with a broad fluorescence spectrum (for instance p-bis(o-methylstyryl)benzene (bisMSB)). To suppress stray light, darkcounts and cosmic rays, a 20 ns time gating is used, synchronized with the arrival of the laser pulses (using the output from the delay generator of the laser amplifier for triggering). If desired, the time window can be shortened down to 1 ns, for instance to suppress slow fluorescence contributions. However, for all our measurements a 20 ns time window worked well and puts less stringent requirements on timing accuracy (the time delay between the output of the amplifier and the trigger pulse of the detector needed no adjustment for years).
If no absorption of the second harmonic wavelength occurs (and hence no correction for reabsorption is necessary), a large spherical collection mirror (CM2, see Fig. 1 ) can be used to gather also the HRS light scattered in the opposite direction. The use of this extra mirror results in an increase of the signal by more than 50 %. A polarization scrambler is placed after the collection lens to eliminate the polarization dependence of the spectrograph. Due to the variation of the divergence of the OPA laser bundle and the refractive index dispersion of the cylindrical lens L 4 which focuses this beam onto the sample, the (vertical) position of the focus needs to be reoptimized (i.e. centered in the cell) for every wavelength by shifting this focusing lens with a micrometer translation stage. Also for different solvents the focus position needs to be readjusted. The optimal position of the focusing lens as a function of wavelength and refractive index was determined (once) by means of two-photon fluorescence from concentrated solutions of different dyes for the different wavelength regions, yielding a focus visible to the naked eye. We used a polyphenylene-vinylene polymer (poly[2-methoxy-5-3(3',7'-dimethyloctyloxy)-1-4-phenylene vinylene, MDMO-PPV) above 1400 nm, rhodamine 6G from 700 to 1400 nm, fluorescein below 700 nm and bisMSB at 600 nm. Note that for this purpose, it is important to dissolve the dyes in the solvent which is used for the measurement, or at least in a solvent having approximately the same index of refraction.
To limit the effect of photo-induced decomposition in the laser focus, the molecules in this small region are constantly refreshed during the measurement by stirring the liquid just next to the vertical laser beam with a small stirring bar inside the cuvette (Rank Brothers Ltd., electronic stirrer model 300, up to 1100 rpm). The presence of significant (local) laserinduced decomposition can be excluded by checking that the HRS signal is independent of the stirrer speed. Of course, other essential checks for decomposition include the measurement of the absorption spectra of the samples before and after the HRS measurements, and reproducibility of subsequent HRS measurements. For the measurements at the shortest wavelengths, the UV transparency of the collection and focusing lenses between the sample and the spectrograph was determined by means of a deuterium lamp and a miniature spectrometer (Ocean Optics HR2000). At second harmonic wavelengths below 380 nm, the photographic lens needs to be replaced by a single component lens, while below 320 nm fused silica singlet lenses are required for both collection and imaging of the HRS light onto the spectrometer entrance. The combination of the spectrograph and the ICCD was found to be sensitive down to 270 nm, and the HRS signal of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) could still be detected (however extremely weakly) at the 2 nd harmonic wavelength of 290 nm. The detection of the spectrum is essential, because it enables correction for any contribution of multi-photon absorption induced fluorescence (MPF, typically much broader than the spectrally narrow HRS line, see Fig. 2 ). Indeed, many second order NLO molecules Another method to suppress MPF has been developed by Noordman and van Hulst [34] . By detecting the quasi-instantaneous HRS light with a high time resolution of about 80 ps, they suppress the luminescence which is mostly occurring on nanosecond time scales. Several variants to this approach have been developed [36] , including a method based on phasesensitive detection [37] . However, this technique requires the measurements to be repeated at multiple demodulation frequencies (involving a complicated electronic detection scheme), followed by potentially very unreliable extrapolation to infinite frequency. Moreover, as correctly pointed out in reference [34] , fluorescence signals are likely to contain much faster components (even shorter than 1 ps), which can not be excluded by electronic means. Hence, although the time-resolved techniques could be useful as an additional method to suppress MPF, the registration of a spectral range as is done in this work remains crucial to eliminate it reliably [32, 36, [38] [39] [40] . The only mentioned drawback of this wavelength-dependent method to correct for fluorescence is that it would be time consuming [41] . This however is not the case here, as the entire spectral range of interest is detected in parallel. Quite remarkably, a hyperRayleigh and hyper-Raman scattering setup at a single wavelength (694 nm, from a ruby laser), with multi-channel detection to speed up the measurements, has been reported already in 1971 [42] , and hyper-Rayleigh and hyper-Raman scattering for water, chloroform and carbon tetrachloride was later effectively demonstrated using such a system [43, 44] . However, such techniques are not used in more recent HRS work, which often (without obvious reason) even omits the spectral analysis of the scattered light altogether. The setup described here is the first to combine a sensitive parallel detection with a modern, tunable laser system.
In a typical HRS measurement, ICCD images are recorded alternatingly for the solution and the pure reference solvent. These images are integrated vertically (i.e. parallel with the entrance slit of the spectrograph), which, after sensitivity correction, yields spectra such as shown in Fig. 2 . The outer parts of the spectra can now be used to determine and subtract the MPF background (usually by means of a linear fit), so that only the genuine HRS signal remains. It is important to note that the HRS from small solvent molecules (e.g. chloroform) has a significant spectral width, with broad tails due to fast molecular rotation and collisions [45] [46] [47] . Therefore, care must be taken to choose a sufficiently wide central interval over which the HRS signal is integrated. In most of our measurements, we used an integration window of about 200 cm -1 (increasing at shorter wavelengths up to 350 cm -1 to account for spectral resolution), as clipping the tails beyond this window results in errors less than 0.5 % for chloroform and most other solvents. Among the solvents studied here (see below), only acetone and methanol display even wider HRS signals. In these two cases, we used a broader interval of about 300 cm -1 to keep the error below 2 %. On the other hand, the integration range should not be taken excessively wide, in order to avoid significant contributions from hyper-Raman scattering (e.g. among the solvents examined in this work, the lowest frequency significant hyper-Raman peak occurs in chloroform at about 760 cm -1 , with an integrated intensity of about one third of that of the HRS itself).
In case of a dilute solution, equal refractive indices can be assumed for the solution and the pure solvent, so that identical refraction and reflection at the walls of the sample cell takes place. If furthermore spherical local field factors are used [48] , the local field corrections also cancel in the expressions (unlike in EFISHG, this is usually a good approximation in HRS, even for relatively elongated chromophores [49] If β zzz (along the molecular z-axis) is assumed to be the only significant β component, the orientational average squared of the β tensor components is reduced to: . Even in that case one should keep in mind that these values merely represent effective hyperpolarizabilities for calibration of HRS and should not be physically interpreted as the hyperpolarizability of individual solvent molecules, because, unlike HRS from chromophores in dilute solution, HRS from a pure solvent is strongly influenced by short range orientational correlations and interactions between neighboring molecules [45] [46] [47] . All these effects are included in the effective β values for solvents used here.
Whenever the solvent hyperpolarizability is unknown, or the HRS signal of the pure solvent cannot be detected, it is necessary to compare signals of different solvents. In this case, the different degree of focusing of the incident laser beam and the different collection geometry of the HRS light, as well as the different local field factors need to be taken into account. For a Gaussian laser beam tightly focused in at least one direction inside a square sample cell, the solvent signal is given by [38]:
with T ω and T 2ω the changes of the transmission factors (which can often be neglected) and f ω and f 2ω the local field factors. For solvents in optical fields, spherical (Lorentz-Lorenz) local field factors are appropriate, given by [48] :
with ε ω the dielectric constant. Eq. (6) will be applied below in the analysis of the HRS measurements in different solvents.
Selection and calibration of solvents
Many different criteria have to be considered in the choice of the solvent for wavelengthdependent HRS measurements. At the shortest wavelengths one needs sufficient UV transparency to avoid absorption of the generated second harmonic light, whereas at the long wavelength side it is essential that the solvent is sufficiently IR transparent to prevent absorption of the incident laser light. Furthermore, to enable precise calibration against the pure solvent, a strong HRS signal is usually preferable, although a weak solvent signal is sometimes preferred for the measurement of solutes with low hyperpolarizabilities. Finally, also the stability and the solubility of the molecules under study influences the choice of an appropriate solvent. Therefore, in this work a wide range of solvents is selected and calibrated for tunable wavelength HRS, to allow consistent datasets to be obtained from measurements on molecules in different solvents and at different wavelengths. As a primary calibration standard for our measurements, we selected the effective value eff zzz β = 0.49 × 10 -30 esu for chloroform at 1064 nm from reference [50] . Although the use of this value neglects the offdiagonal tensor components and intermolecular interactions which are known to occur in chloroform [47] , it is very often used, directly or indirectly, in literature to calibrate HRS data. Its use is further justified by the fact that it yields reasonable values for relatively well-known chromophores such as pNA (see reference [38] for a detailed discussion). However, very few absolute reference standards exist for NLO measurements, and a new, independent absolute standard would be highly desirable. If a more accurate absolute HRS standard would become available in the future, this would merely result in an overall scaling of the wavelength dependent calibration data obtained here, and would not affect the relative values between different solvents or wavelengths.
The IR transparency of organic solvents is often very poor due to the absorption bands associated with overtones and combination peaks involving C-H stretch vibrations. The absorption of an extensive series of solvents for use in NLO experiments in the NIR was determined with a Varian Cary 5 UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrophotometer and is shown in Fig. 3 . All solvents were measured as received from commercial suppliers without further purification [51] . From Fig. 3 it is clear that, for instance, HRS measurements at a fundamental wavelength longer than 1400 nm are not possible in methanol, and longwavelength measurements in water are even more problematic. Chloroform on the other hand is a very interesting solvent for HRS, not only because it is very often used as a calibration standard, but also because it offers good transparency in the IR, having only a few narrow peaks arising from the single hydrogen atom in its chemical structure. With the continuously tunable laser system, these peaks can be easily avoided in a wavelength dependent HRS scan. The long-wavelength limit for HRS measurements in chloroform lies at about 1660 nm, at the very edge of the absorption peak at ~1690 nm. Furthermore, at the long wavelength side (> 1600 nm), both scattering efficiency and detector sensitivity decrease, so that measurements become more difficult and time consuming. To enable measurements at longer wavelengths without losing the feature of calibration against the pure solvent, we have looked for IR transparent solvents (ideally this means no hydrogens in the chemical structure) that exhibit also a strong HRS signal. Bromoform (Acros, 99 %, spectroscopic grade, stabilized) is found to be a promising candidate, having a more than six times stronger HRS signal than chloroform and very similar IR transparency. We also tried extremely IR transparent fluorinated and chlorinated solvents, such as carbon tetrachloride (Fluka, for HPLC, ≥ 99.8 % [GC]), perfluorohexane (Aldrich, 99 %), trichloroacetonitrile (Acros, 98 %), bromotrichloromethane (Acros, 99 %), chloropentafluorobenzene (Acros, 99 %) and hexachloroacetone (Acros, 99+ %), but unfortunately they all exhibit a relatively weak HRS signal (the actual signals before correction for the different refractive indices and local fields are about 1.38, 0.03, 0.96, 2.61, 1.01 and 1.64 times the chloroform signal respectively). Note however that the less common solvents are usually not commercially available in the highest purity grades (analytical/spectroscopic grade), and can therefore contain impurities which might interact with the dissolved molecules or cause decomposition. Also the UV transparency of these solvents is often very poor (e.g. d-DMF from Acros), which sometimes excludes their use at short wavelengths. Better IR transparency can also be obtained by using deuterated solvents (compare for example the absorption spectra of DMF and d-DMF in Fig. 3 ), being for this purpose electronically equivalent. The remaining specifications of the solvents shown in Fig. 3 Two solvents were found to be particularly useful at long wavelengths: bromoform and pentafluorobenzonitrile (the latter possesses a more than 14 times stronger HRS signal compared to chloroform and a nearly perfect transparency in the IR region of interest). The latter solvent remained useful up to 1800 nm, only limited by the ~900 nm sensitivity cut-off of the ICCD camera (at 920 nm the HRS signal of the solvent became extremely weak). It should be noted that commercially available pentafluorobenzonitrile (from various suppliers) often exhibits very poor UV transparency (faintly yellow liquid) and often contains a lot of dust particles. Four batches were considered (Acros, 97 %; Aldrich, 99 %; Alfa Aesar, 98 %; Merck, for synthesis), and it was found that the one from Acros (absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 3 ) exhibits by far the best UV transparency and is therefore preferable for HRS. However, the Aldrich batch, despite its lower transparency at short wavelengths, yielded the same HRS signal within experimental error, provided that it was filtered (Gelman Sciences, 0.5 µm, PTFE) before use to drastically reduce a fluctuating background from solid impurities.
In general, the dispersion of the first hyperpolarizability of the pure solvent is expected to have only very limited influence on HRS measurements, since they are practically always performed far from the UV transitions. However, for extensive wavelength-dependent measurements such as performed here on DR1 (see below) and in reference [32] , this effect can become important. To determine the significance of this effect and to be able to correct for it, the β dispersion of eight different solvents (DMF, acetonitrile, methanol, water, acetone, toluene, carbon tetrachloride and pentafluorobenzonitrile) was examined by performing relative HRS measurements against chloroform (see Fig. 4 ). Due to the very poor IR transparency of water, accurate measurements for this solvent are only possible until 1072 nm, but a crude estimate of β could still be obtained at 1250 nm after major correction for fundamental absorption. The short wavelength limit for the measurements on toluene is imposed by very strong multi-photon fluorescence (linear fluorescence had indeed been observed for toluene at these short wavelengths [52] ). The experimental error on the β values (not including the error on the primary reference standard chloroform) is varying from ± 5 % to ± 10 %, generally increasing towards shorter wavelengths where the signals decrease due to the combination of lower laser power, lower detection efficiency and less efficient collection by the UV lenses (compared to the achromatic lenses).
It is important to check whether no anomalies are found in the obtained dispersion curves near to the vibrational absorption bands of the solvents (C-H stretch overtones and combinations), either intrinsically through vibrational resonance contributions to β or through thermal lensing of the laser beam. This is excluded by the smooth dispersion observed for all of the solvents studied here. For instance both DMF and methanol are already absorbing at 1250 nm but the obtained β values still follow a smooth curve, well modeled with a simple TLM. In addition, the absence of such effects has also been demonstrated by comparing measurements on a zwitterionic chromophore in DMF and d-DMF [32] . The insensitivity of the present setup to thermal lensing effects (even in IR absorption bands with an absorbance of about 0.5 in a 1 cm path length cell) is ascribed to the combination used here of short pulses and weak focusing. In contrast, thermal lensing effects have been reported [45] even at 1064 nm when using very tight focusing with 150 ns pulses. Fig. (a) ). Symbols: experimental HRS data (except for chloroform, for which the calibration value is shown), lines: undamped two-level models (see Table 2 for the used λeg values).
To simplify the interpretation of these relative measurements, the spherical top mirror (CM1, see Fig. 1 ) as well as the spherical collection mirror (CM2) were not used during the experiments and the focus position was optimized for every particular solvent/wavelength combination. The refractive indices of the various solvents are needed to take into account the different focusing of the laser beam, the different collection of the scattered light and the local field factors (see above). For all solvents except pentafluorobenzonitrile, the wavelengthdependence of the refractive index was extrapolated (interpolated for chloroform) by means of the Sellmeier dispersion formula [53] including only the first term, fitted to the experimental refractive indices at several wavelengths reported in the literature (see Table 1 ). No refractive index dispersion data could be found in the literature for pentafluorobenzonitrile, and hence a constant index was used (n = 1.4425 at 589.3 nm [D line of Na] as obtained from the supplier). Note that Samoc [54] performed an extensive study concerning the dispersion of the refractive properties of several pure solvents (including chloroform), having the analysis of NLO measurements in mind. There it was stressed that, instead of the one-term Sellmeier formula, it is necessary to apply the Cauchy dispersion formula including three wavelengthdependent terms to correctly describe the refractive index dispersion. However, for some of the solvents studied here only a limited amount of literature data is available (e.g. only four data points in the range of 434-656 nm for dimethylformamide), which causes the Cauchy equation to give unrealistic results outside of the experimentally covered range. Because within this range, the deviations between the two formulas are small (< 1 %), the Sellmeier formula including only the first term is selected in this work for the extrapolation of the refractive index dispersion of the pure solvents. [55, 64, 66] For some of the relative HRS measurements, one or both of the pure solvents exhibit optical absorption at the fundamental wavelength (see Fig. 3 ), for which hence a correction needs to be applied. Because HRS is proportional to the laser intensity squared, the hyperRayleigh scattered light can be considered to a good approximation to originate only from the laser focus at half height in the quartz cell. If A is the absorbance at the fundamental wavelength (1 cm path length), the intensity at this position will be attenuated by a factor 10 -A/2 , leading to the correction factor of 10 A for the HRS signal.
The β dispersion of chloroform is estimated by means of the undamped two-level model Table 2 . Because no (or not sufficient) vacuum UV data could be found in the literature for DMF, acetone, toluene and pentafluorobenzonitrile, we performed vapor-phase optical absorption measurements (see Fig. 5 ). Generally, the first strong UV transition is selected to determine λ eg . It was indeed found that in many cases where the lowest energy transition is very weak, the β dispersion would be overestimated if the maximum of this weak band was adopted as λ eg . For instance, in Fig. 5(a) and methanol [71] there was no need for such an approach, and the intense lowest absorption transition was selected for the TLM. While the selection of a single λ eg for each solvent may seem somewhat arbitrary at first, the excellent consistency obtained with the extensive HRS data set for nine different solvents demonstrates the reliability of the calibration data (see Fig. 4 ), and the appropriateness of the undamped TLM for these solvents.
Application to the nonlinear optical dye Disperse Red 1
To demonstrate the qualities of the setup described in the previous section, we make use of the well-known organic dye molecule Disperse Red 1 (DR1, Fluka, analytical standard, ≥ 96.0 %, for HPLC). DR1 is a classical donor-acceptor system with an azostilbene-derived structure, which belonged for a long time to the best nonlinear optical molecules [75] , and which is still one of the most commonly used chromophores for fabricating NLO materials. Currently, DR1 is also very often used as an external reference standard for HRS [9, 13, 14, 18, 76] . Although both EFISHG and HRS measurements at a single wavelength have been performed on DR1 [77, 78] , the dispersion of its first hyperpolarizability has never been examined. An attempt to do so was reported in 1996 [79] , but only two data points far from resonance could be obtained because close to resonance the HRS signal could not be distinguished from the broad two-photon fluorescence background. Our experimental HRS data for the DR1 molecule in the range of 600 to 1800 nm are shown in Fig. 6 , together with the absorption spectrum in chloroform solution. A pronounced two-photon resonance with the charge-transfer (CT) excited state is clearly observed, and also the onset of a second resonance at higher energy is visible (most probably a two-photon resonance with the higher energy excited state also visible in the linear absorption spectrum), as well as a long-wavelength tail in the off-resonance region, converging towards the static value β 0 . Note also that the two-photon resonance is significantly redshifted compared to the linear absorption band, in line with previous observations [17, 19, 27, 30, 32, 39] . The highest β values are obtained in the most polar solvent acetonitrile, as can be expected for a NLO chromophore at the left hand side in the Bond Length Alternation (BLA) diagram [80, 81] . Based on the three longest wavelength data points and the undamped TLM, DR1 is found to have a static value eff zzz 0 , β of 160 × 10 -30 esu in chloroform (λ eg = 481 nm), and 107 × 10 -30 esu in pentafluorobenzonitrile (λ eg = 498 nm). Calibration against the HRS signal of the pure solvent is applied over the entire wavelength range, using the calibration parameters from Table 2 . The experimental error on the obtained β values (not including the systematic error on the reference standard value) is estimated to be about ±5 %. Due to the very poor photochemical stability of DR1 in chloroform at short excitation wavelengths, the measurements below 760 nm were performed in extra dry chloroform (Acros, 99.9 %, water < 50 ppm), and below 640 nm acetonitrile was used. We observed that upon short wavelength laser excitation in chloroform, a shoulder at the long-wavelength side of the CT absorption band of DR1 appeared, together with a red shift of this band and a decrease of its intensity. Such an unexplained redshift of the absorption maximum was also observed for a similar azobenzene derivative (DR13) in a Langmuir-Blodgett film after exposure to 514 nm laser light [82] . We found that this effect could not be reversed by illumination in this long wavelength shoulder by means of a dye laser. In acetonitrile however, only very limited decomposition was observed after exposure to 600 nm laser light, which was compensated for by stirring the solution. The β values of DR1 at 600 and 620 nm are estimated to have an experimental error of ±10 %. Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that the present setup enables very accurate HRS measurements in the fundamental wavelength region of 600 to 1800 nm, revealing the detailed wavelength dependence of the molecular first hyperpolarizability β in both the resonant and the offresonant region.
Conclusions
In conclusion, a highly efficient setup for wavelength-dependent hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) measurements has been developed, making use of a continuously tunable high repetition rate laser system with an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) and implementing single-photon sensitive parallel detection by means of an intensified CCD with thresholding scheme. Measurements can be performed over an extremely wide fundamental wavelength range (600 to 1800 nm) and thanks to the high detection sensitivity, reliable calibration against the pure solvent is reached over the entire spectral range. Moreover, the combination of efficient detection with high stability of the laser system yields an excellent S/N ratio and the (parallel) detection of a narrow spectral range around the second harmonic wavelength allows for a reliable elimination of background signals, MPF in particular. To be able to take into account the (limited) β dispersion of the pure solvent and to make sure that there are no significant vibrational resonance contributions near the IR absorption bands, an extensive series of β measurements was performed on eight different solvents relative to chloroform. It is found that, to a good approximation and over a wide spectral range, they all follow the simple undamped two-level model with a far UV resonance, providing extensive and accurate calibration data for future HRS measurements in these solvents. Two solvents (bromoform and pentafluorobenzonitrile) were identified as being particularly useful for HRS at the longest wavelengths, based on their IR transparency combined with the strength of their HRS signal. Finally, the qualities of the instrument are demonstrated by accurate tunable wavelength HRS measurements of the molecular first hyperpolarizability β for the wellknown push-pull molecule Disperse Red 1.
